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Abstrat
We have studied how lepton pairs from deays of heavy-avoured mesons produed
in pA ollisions an be used to determine the modiations of the gluon distribution
in the nuleus. Sine heavy quark prodution is dominated by the gg hannel, the
ratio of orrelated lepton pair ross setions from DD and BB deays in pA and pp
ollisions diretly reets the ratio RAg ≡ fAg /f pg . We have numerially alulated the
lepton pair ross setions from these deays in pp and pA ollisions at SPS, RHIC and
LHC energies. We nd that ratio of the pA to pp ross setions agrees quite well with
the input RAg . Thus, suiently aurate measurements ould be used to determine the
nulear modiation of the gluon distribution over a greater range of x and Q2 than
presently available, putting strong onstraints on models.
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1 Introdution
Inlusive dierential ross setions of hard satterings in proton-nuleus ollisions at
high energies are, to rst approximation, omputable assuming fatorization. For pro-
esses not sensitive to isospin eets, suh as heavy quark prodution, these ross
setions an be expressed as
dσ(Q2,
√
s)pA→a+X =
∑
i,j=q,q,g
fpi (x1, Q
2)⊗ AfAj (x2, Q2)⊗ dσˆ(Q2, x1, x2)ij→a+x (1)
where σˆ(Q2, x1, x2)ij→a+x are the perturbatively alulable partoni ross setions for
produing parton a at sale Q2 ≫ Λ2QCD, x1 and x2 are the momentum frations of the
partons involved in the hard sattering, while fpi and f
A
i are the distributions of parton
i in a free proton and a nuleus with mass number A respetively. In the high-Q2 limit,
possible multiple satterings of individual partons [1, 2℄ are negleted but the parton
distributions will be modied in the nuleus [3, 4℄. Equation (1) may be generalized to
nuleus-nuleus ollisions but we fous only on pA ollisions in this paper.
The measurements of the struture funtion FA2 in deep inelasti lepton-nuleus
sattering (DIS) learly show that, ompared to deuterium, D, the ratios RAF2 ≡
FA2 /F
D
2 , dier from unity. As nulear eets in D are negligible, this indiates that
the parton distributions of bound nuleons are dierent from those of a free proton,
RAi (x,Q
2) ≡ fAi (x,Q2)/fpi (x,Q2) 6= 1. The nulear eets observed in FA2 are usually
ategorized aording to the dierent regions of Bjorken-x as: shadowing, RAF2 ≤ 1,
at x <∼ 0.1; antishadowing, R
A
F2
≥ 1, at 0.1 <∼ x <∼ 0.3; the EMC eet, RAF2 ≤ 1, at
0.3 <∼ x <∼ 0.7; and Fermi motion, R
A
F2
≥ 1, at x → 1 and beyond. For a review of the
measurements and some models of nulear eets, see Ref. [5℄.
The sale evolution of the nulear parton distributions is, to a rst approxima-
tion, similar to that of the free proton. Thus at sales Q2 > Q20 ≫ Λ2QCD the evolu-
tion of fAi (x,Q
2) an be desribed by the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi
(DGLAP) evolution equations [6℄ if the initial onditions are given at a xed initial sale
Q20. Suh a DGLAP analysis of the nulear parton densities [3, 4, 7℄ assumes that the
nulear eets fatorize from the parton densities for Q20
>
∼ 1 GeV
2
and the subsequent
Q2-evolution of the modiations follows the DGLAP equations, negleting ∼ 1/Q2
orretions [8, 9℄. The nulear modiations at Q20, R
A
i (x,Q
2
0), an then be determined
based on onstraints provided by the measurements of FA2 in DIS, the Drell-Yan ross
setions in pA ollisions [10, 11℄ and onservation of momentum and baryon number.
This proedure was arried out in Ref. [3℄. In the present work, we utilize the EKS98
parametrization of the nulear eets RAi (x,Q
2), obtained from Ref. [3℄, released for
publi use in Ref. [4℄.
There remain unertainties, espeially in the determination of the nulear gluon
distributions. Figure 1 shows the gluon modiations, RAg (x,Q
2), for a heavy nuleus,
A = 208, as obtained from a DGLAP analysis [3, 4℄. So far there are no diret
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Figure 1: Sale evolution of the ratio RAg (x,Q
2) for an isosalar nuleus A=208 aording
to EKS98 [3, 4℄. The ratios are shown as funtions of x at xed values of Q2 equidistant in
logQ2: 2.25 GeV2 (solid), 5.39 GeV2 (dotted), 14.7 GeV2 (dashed), 39.9 GeV2 (dotted-
dashed), 108 GeV
2
(double-dashed), and 10000 GeV
2
(dashed). The regions between the
vertial dashed lines show the dominant values of x2 probed by muon pair prodution from
DD at SPS, RHIC and LHC energies.
onstraints on the nulear gluon distributions. These an, however, be onstrained
indiretly through the sale evolution of FA2 (x,Q
2) [3, 13℄. The only measured Q2
dependene is of the ratio F Sn2 /F
C
2 [12℄ at 0.02 < x < 0.2. At other values of x, only
the requirement of stability of the evolution an be used in the perturbative analysis.
Finally, a global limit on the nulear gluon distribution is provided by momentum
onservation whih eetively determines the level of antishadowing inRAg (x,Q
2
0). More
measurement-based onstraints are thus vital for reduing the unertainties in the
nulear gluon distributions. Heavy quark prodution is one suh proess.
The dominant subproess of heavy quark prodution in hadroni or nulear olli-
sions is gg → QQ. The produed heavy quarks fragment into mesons whih may deay
semi-leptonially. Lepton pairs formed from these deay leptons thus arry diret in-
formation about the input nulear gluon distribution. Previous studies an be found
in Refs. [14, 15℄. At that time, however, RAg was not yet as well onstrained as in the
EKS98 parameterization.
There are lear advantages for studying the nulear gluon distribution in pA inter-
ations. In pA studies, any possible ompliations of dense olletive matter produed
in ultrarelativisti AA ollisions are avoided. Also, the number of unorrelated pairs
where e.g. the D and D originate in two independent partoni subollisions remains
rather small.
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The purpose of this paper is to study to what extent lepton pair prodution from
heavy avor meson deays reets nulear eets on the gluon distributions in pA
ollisions, espeially in the ratio σpA/σpp. As the input nulear gluon modiation, we
will use the EKS98 gluon parameterization shown in Fig. 1. Both orrelated lepton
pairs, where the QQ pair is reated in one subollision, and unorrelated pairs are
onsidered. To probe the ratio RAg (x,Q
2) over as wide an x range as possible, we study
pA and pp ollisions at the SPS (
√
s = 17.3 GeV), RHIC (
√
s = 200 GeV) and LHC
(
√
s = 5500 GeV) assuming the same energy as in AA ollisions for both pp and pA
studies. Lepton pair prodution from DD deays at the SPS (NA60) will probe the
antishadowing region while at RHIC (PHENIX, STAR) and LHC (ALICE, CMS) the
ross setions are predominantly sensitive to the gluon properties in the shadowing
region, as indiated in Fig. 1.
It should be noted that the present work fouses only on the best-ase senario in
whih we assume that the leptons from heavy meson deays an be identied through
vertex displaement. We make no attempt to simulate the bakground proesses in
detail here. This study, together with Refs. [14, 15℄, should provide further motivation
for performing more detailed event simulations in real detetors. Our hope is that
the lepton pair ross setions measured in the future ould be used to onstrain the
remaining unertainties in the nulear gluon distribution in a model-independent way.
2 Formalism
2.1 Lepton pair prodution in pA ollisions
We rst present the expression for the dierential ross setion of lepton pair prodution
in pA ollisions. To simplify notation, we refer to generi heavy quarks, Q, and heavy-
avoured mesons, H . In general, the lepton pair prodution ross setion is
dσpA→ll+X
dMlldyll
=
∫
d3~pld
3~pl
∫
d3~pHd
3~pH δ(Mll −M(pl, pl)) δ(yll − y(pl, pl))
×dΓ
H→l+X(~pH)
d3~pl
dΓH→l+X(~pH)
d3~pl
dσpA→HH+X
d3~pHd3~pH
×θ(ymin < yl, yl < ymax)θ(φmin < φl, φl < φmax) . (2)
where Mll and yll are the mass and the rapidity of the lepton pair, dened as
M(pl, pl) =
√
(pl + pl)
2 , (3)
y(pl, pl) =
1
2
ln
(
(El + El) + (plz + plz)
(El + El)− (plz + plz)
)
. (4)
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The deay rate, dΓH→l+X(~pH)/d
3~pl, is the probability that meson H with momentum
~pH deays to a lepton l with momentum ~pl. The θ funtions dene single lepton rapidity
and azimuthal angle uts used to simulate detetor aeptanes.
Using a fragmentation funtion DHQ to desribe quark fragmentation to mesons, the
HH prodution ross setion an be written as
dσpA→HH+X
d3~pHd3~pH
=
∫ d3~pQ
EQ
d3~pQ
EQ
EQEQ
dσpA→QQ+X
d3~pQd3~pQ
∫ 1
0
dz1D
H
Q (z1)
∫ 1
0
dz2D
H
Q
(z2)
× δ(3)(~pH − z1~pQ) δ(3)(~pH − z2~pQ) (5)
where z is the fration of the parent quark momentum arried by the nal-state meson.
Quark fragmentation has been desribed by several dierent models. A fragmen-
tation funtion smears the quark momentum into the momentum of the nal-state
meson during hadronization. Typial fragmentation funtions are a delta funtion or
the Peterson funtion [16℄. In this study we have used the delta funtion but have also
heked our results using the Peterson funtion. Delta funtion fragmentation simply
assumes that the quark and meson momenta are idential,
DHQ (z) = δ(1− z) . (6)
On the other hand, the Peterson funtion assumes that the meson momentum is
smeared aording to
DHQ (z) =
N
z(1− (1/z)− ǫQ/(1− z))2 . (7)
The normalization, N , is xed by the requirement
∑
H
∫ 1
0 dz D
H
Q (z) = 1. The peak of
the fragmentation funtion is at z ≈ 1 − 2ǫQ with a width ǫQ ≈ (mq/mQ)2 [16℄. We
have assumed e.g. that all the c quarks fragment into D mesons so that H ≡ D for
harm.
The hadroni heavy quark prodution ross setion per nuleon in pA ollisions an
be fatorized into the general form
1
A
EQEQ
dσpA→QQ+X
d3~pQd3~pQ
=
∑
i,j
∫ 1
0
dx1
∫ 1
0
dx2 f
p
i (x1, Q
2)fAj (x2, Q
2)EQEQ
dσˆij→QQ
d3~pQd3~pQ
. (8)
The parton distributions fpi and f
A
j , desribed in Eq. (1), are evaluated at the sale
Q2 ∼ m2TQ . To lowest order, LO, the partoni ross setion is
EQEQ
dσˆij→QQ
d3~pQd3~pQ
=
sˆ
2π
dσˆij→QQ
dtˆ
δ(4)(p1 + p2 − pQ − pQ) , (9)
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SPS (A = 208) [µb℄ RHIC (A = 197) [µb℄ LHC (A = 208) [µb℄
σ˜ccpp 1.188 143.7 6137
σ˜ccpA 1.282 140.1 4826
σ˜bbpp 1.674× 10−5 1.412 251.9
σ˜bbpA 1.464× 10−5 1.513 226.7
Table 1: The total QQ prodution ross setions per nuleon in pp and pA interations.
where p1 and p2 are the four momenta of the inoming partons. The lowest order
onvolution of the parton distributions with the subproess ross setion is written as
∑
i,j
fpi (x1, Q
2)fAj (x2, Q
2)
dσˆij→QQ
dtˆ
=
1
16πsˆ2
(
fpg (x1, Q
2)fAg (x2, Q
2)|Mgg→QQ|
2
+
∑
q=u,d,s
[fpq (x1, Q
2)fAq (x2, Q
2) + fpq (x1, Q
2)fAq (x2, Q
2)]|Mqq→QQ|
2
)
. (10)
The squared matrix elements |Mgg→QQ|
2
and |Mqq→QQ|
2
an be found in e.g. Ref. [17℄.
Integration of Eqs. (2) and (5) over the total phase spae gives the normalization
σpA→ll = B2σpA→HH = B2σpA→QQ, where B = Γl/Γ. The total ross setion for lepton
pair prodution is then equal to the total ross setion of heavy quark pair prodution
multiplied by the square of the lepton branhing ratio. The following expressions for
the double dierential distribution and the total ross setion of QQ prodution per
nuleon will be useful for our later disussion:
dσ˜QQ
d3~pQd3~pQ
=
1
EQ
1
EQ
[
1
A
EQEQ
dσpA→QQ+X
d3~pQd3~pQ
]
, (11)
σ˜QQ =
∫
d3~pQ d
3~pQ
dσ˜QQ
d3~pQd3~pQ
=
∫
dp2Tdy1dy2
∑
ij
x1f
p
i (x1, Q
2)x2f
A
j (x2, Q
2)
dσˆij→QQ
dtˆ
, (12)
where x1,2 = mT /
√
s (e±y1 + e±y2) and m2T = p
2
T + m
2
Q. The rapidities of the heavy
quarks are y1,2. The total QQ ross setions per nuleon in pp and pA interations are
presented in Table 1.
2.2 Correlated and unorrelated pairs in pA ollisions
In pA ollisions, a number of unorrelated lepton pairs are also produed along with the
orrelated lepton pairs. Sine, in most ases, one would prefer to study either orrelated
5
or unorrelated pairs alone, these events must be separated. One method of separation
is like-sign subtration beause like-sign pairs are all unorrelated: l+'s originate from
e.g. c quarks whereas l−'s ome from c quarks. Another possible method is to use
azimuthal angle uts. At lowest order, orrelated QQ pairs are produed bak-to-
bak. Thus, leptons produed from these pairs tend to have a larger relative azimuthal
angle than unorrelated ones. With a suitable azimuthal ut the relative amount of
unorrelated pairs ould possibly be redued. However, the fous of our study is not
how to separate the pairs but an estimate of their rates.
In order to alulate the number of orrelated and unorrelated pairs, we assume
that all subproess interations are independent. In this ase, the number of intera-
tions an be desribed by a Poisson distribution. In our determination of the relative
number of orrelated and unorrelated pairs, it is onvenient to onsider the impat-
parameter integrated QQ ross setion,
σpA→QQ+X =
∫
d2b (1− e−TA(b)σ˜QQ) =
∫
d2b
∞∑
N=1
N
N
QQ(b)e
−N
QQ
(b)
N !
, (13)
where b is the impat parameter. The number of QQ pairs produed as a funtion
of impat parameter is NQQ(b) = TA(b)σ˜
QQ
with TA(b) =
∫
dzρA(b, z) the thikness
funtion of a nuleus with density ρA(b, z).
Multiplying the right hand side of Eq. (13) by the unit normalizedQQ ross setion,
1N =
(
1
σ˜QQ
∫
d3~pQd
3~pQ
dσ˜QQ
d3~pQid3~pQi
)N
, (14)
and dierentiating with respet to d3~pQd
3~pQ we nd
dσpA→QQ+X
d3~pQd3~pQ
=
∫
d2b
∞∑
N=1
N
N
QQ(b)e
−N
QQ
(b)
N !
N∏
i=1
( 1
σ˜QQ
∫
d3~pQid
3~pQi
dσ˜QQ
d3~pQid3~pQi
)
×
( N∑
j,k=1
δ(3)(~pQ − ~pQj)δ(3)(~pQ − ~pQk)
)
. (15)
We have written the power N in Eq. (14) as a produt in order to separate the momenta
~pi of dierent subollisions. We have also written the delta funtions as a sum over
j and k in order to indiate to whih subollision they belong. When onsidering
orrelated pairs, both quarks ome from the same subollision so that j = k. In the
ase of unorrelated pairs, j 6= k, the Q and Q are piked from dierent subollisions.
Thus for orrelated pairs, j = k, we have
dσpA→QQ+Xcorr
d3~pQd3~pQ
=
∫
d2b
∞∑
N=1
N
N
QQ(b)e
−N
QQ
(b)
N !
N
1
σ˜QQ
dσ˜QQ
d3~pQd3~pQ
=
∫
d2b TA(b)
dσ˜QQ
d3~pQd3~pQ
. (16)
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Similarly, for unorrelated pairs, j 6= k,
dσpA→QQ+Xuncorr
d3~pQd3~pQ
=
∫
d2b
∞∑
N=1
N
N
QQ(b)e
−N
QQ
(b)
N !
N(N − 1) 1
σ˜QQ
dσ˜QQ
d3~pQ
1
σ˜QQ
dσ˜QQ
d3~pQ
=
∫
d2b T 2A (b)
dσ˜QQ
d3~pQ
dσ˜QQ
d3~pQ
. (17)
We use the denition of the nulear overlap funtion, TAB(b) =
∫
dsTA(s)TB(b − s),
with A = B to obtain the integral over b in Eq. (17),
∫
d2bT 2A (b) = TAA(0) =
A2/(πR2A). The last equality is obtained by assuming diuse Woods-Saxon distribu-
tions for the nulear density. Thus, for orrelated pairs we nd
dσpA→QQ+Xcorr
d3~pQd3~pQ
= A
dσ˜QQ
d3~pQd3~pQ
, (18)
while for unorrelated pairs
dσpA→QQ+Xuncorr
d3~pQd3~pQ
=
A2
πR2A
dσ˜QQ
d3~pQ
dσ˜QQ
d3~pQ
. (19)
The double dierential ross setion for the pairs, the right-hand side of Eq. (18), was
dened in Eq. (11). The single Q ross setion, dσ˜QQ/d3~pQ, is the integral of Eq. (11)
over d3~pQ. Dividing Eqs. (18) and (19) by A gives the QQ prodution ross setion
per nuleon.
The above formalism an be extented to AB ollisions by simply replaing the
thikness funtion TA in Eq. (13) by the nulear overlap funtion TAB.
As seen in Eq. (19), the unorrelated pair ross setion is proportional to the produt
of two independent single heavy quark ross setions. The heavy quark ross setions
are, in turn, proportional to the lepton ross setions. This proportionality to the lepton
ross setions ould be utilized to study the ratio of ross setions of unorrelated lepton
pairs from pA and pp ollisions. This unorrelated ratio would probe the square of the
nulear modiations of gluon distribution funtion, (RAg )
2
, instead of RAg . Beause the
unorrelated pair ross setion is the produt of independent single lepton distributions,
lepton pairs produed by leptons from two dierent nuleon-nuleon ollisions an be
used to simulate unorrelated pairs.
3 Numerial inputs
We alulate the lepton pair ross setion in Eq. (2) by generating lepton pairs in
proton-nuleus ollisions by Monte Carlo and binning them aording to their mass
and rapidity. We alulate 〈x1〉, 〈x2〉 and 〈Q〉 in eah (yll,Mll) bin. The 〈x2〉 regions
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probed are indiated in Fig. 1. For simpliity, sine isospin eets do not play a role
in gg → QQ, we have assumed that the nulei onsist of A protons. We have used the
MRST LO (entral-gluon) parton distribution funtions [18℄ from PDFLIB [19℄ along
with the EKS98 [4℄ nulear modiations. The quark masses are mc = 1.2 GeV and
mb = 4.75 GeV while the meson masses are mD = 1.8693 GeV and mB = 5.278 GeV. In
cc prodution we have hosen the fatorization sale to be twie the quark transverse
mass, Q2 = 4m2Tc , beause the lowest values of m
2
Tc
might otherwise be below the
minimum Q2 of the parton distribution set. Sine the transverse mass is larger in bb
prodution, we use Q2 = m2Tb .
The c quark fragments into D+, D0 and Ds mesons with respetive relative weights
1:1:0.3 [20℄. Here we negletDs mesons and allow c quarks to only fragment toD
+
or to
D0 with equal probabilities whih should not signiantly aet the results. Similarly:
c→ D− and D0; b→ B+ and B0; and b→ B− and B0.
In order to obtain suiently high statistis, we generated 2 × 106 QQ pairs and
let eah pair fragment 103 times. We used JETSET/PYTHIA subroutines [20℄ for
meson deays to leptons. To further improve statistis and redue the runtime of the
alulation, we allowed leptoni deays only. The nal normalization is obtained using
the leptoni branhing ratios. The total QQ prodution ross setions per nuleon
needed for normalization are given in Table 1.
We also generated unorrelated lepton pairs from two QQ pairs whih then sepa-
rately fragment and deay. The lepton pairs originating from dierent quark pairs are
the unorrelated ones. This is the origin of the fator of two in the previous paragraph.
We then binned all orrelated and unorrelated e±e∓, e±µ∓, and µ±µ∓ pairs. We
aept only leptons whih originate diretly fromDD andBB meson deays and neglet
the bakground from seondary or tertiary leptons from e.g. D+ → K+X → µ+X ′.
Our pp and pA results are alulated for SPS (
√
s =17.3 GeV), RHIC (
√
s =200
GeV) and LHC (
√
s=5500 GeV), using the same enter of mass energies as in AA olli-
sions to probe the same x values in all ollisions. At the SPS and LHC, we assume a Pb
(A=208) target and an Au (A=197) target for RHIC. The new NA60 [21℄ experiment
at the SPS makes it possible to detet muon pairs in the range 0 ≤ ηµ ≤ 1. Sine
the low energy makes bb prodution negligible, only cc prodution is studied at the
SPS. At RHIC, the PHENIX detetor [22℄ is designed to measure ee, eµ and µµ pairs.
The detetor has two eletron and two muon arms. The aeptane of eletron arms
is −0.35 < ηe < 0.35 in pseudorapidity and ±(22.5◦ ≤ φe ≤ 112.5◦) in azimuth. The
forward muon arm overs the pseudorapidity region 1.15 < ηµ < 2.44 with almost full
azimuthal aeptane. The bakward muon arm has a similar aeptane. We only
onsider leptons from the forward arm so as not to mix regions of x2. The ALICE [23℄
detetor is designed to study nuleus-nuleus interations at the LHC. They will mea-
sure eletrons at entral rapidity, |ηe| ≤ 0.9, and muons in a forward muon spetrometer
with 2.5 ≤ ηµ ≤ 4. We impose the uts desribed above on the lepton pseudorapidity
in order to simulate detetor aeptanes. These are summarized in Table 2. However,
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SPS RHIC LHC
eletron 0.0 ≤ ηe ≤ 1.0 −0.35 ≤ ηe ≤ 0.35 −0.9 ≤ ηe ≤ 0.9
muon 0.0 ≤ ηµ ≤ 1.0 1.15 ≤ ηµ ≤ 2.44 2.5 ≤ ηµ ≤ 4.0
Table 2: The uts on the pseudorapidity of single leptons for the three energy regimes
studied are indiated both for eletrons and muons.
no uts on minimum lepton energy or azimuthal angle were imposed.
4 Results
We begin by omparing the ratios of lepton pair ross setions with the input RAg .
Figure 2 shows the ratio of dierential ross setions of e±e∓ and µ±µ∓ pairs from
orrelated DD and BB deays in pA and pp ollisions at the SPS, RHIC and LHC
energies as a funtion of the lepton pair invariant mass (solid urves). These results
are ompared to the ratios RAg (〈x2〉, 〈Q〉) (dashed urves) and RAg (〈x2〉,
√
〈Q2〉) (dotted-
dashed urves) at the average x2 and Q of eah mass bin summed over yll. All the
results are integrated over the rapidity interval given in Table 2. For brevity, we dene
the ratio of the ross setions as a funtion of lepton pair mass as
rσ ≡ dσ
pA/dM
dσpp/dM
. (20)
Note that rσ follows R
A
g to a very good approximation at all energies. The higher the
energy, the better the agreement: at LHC rσ agrees with R
A
g very well. Note also that
RAg (〈x2〉, 〈Q〉) ≈ RAg (〈x2〉,
√
〈Q2〉) in all ases.
The results shown in Fig. 2 are obtained using a delta funtion for the fragmentation.
If the Peterson funtion is used with ǫc = 0.15 and ǫb = (mc/mb)
2ǫc [16℄ , the outome
is very similar. The dierene in rσ due to the fragmentation funtion is smaller than
or on the order of the statistial utuations in the Monte Carlo.
The ratio rσ always lies below R
A
g for two reasons. First, some fration of QQ
prodution is through the qq → QQ hannel. Quark shadowing eets are also inluded
in the alulation of rσ. Seond, the phase spae integration smears the shadowing eet
relative to RAg (〈x2〉, 〈Q〉). The qq ontribution dereases with energy while RAg hanges
more slowly over the x2 region at the LHC, leading to better agreement at this energy.
We have studied the inuene of the qq hannel by turning o the quark distribu-
tions in our simulation, i.e. we x fAq = f
A
q = 0 for all quark avours. The resulting
ratio rσ(f
A
q = 0) always lies above rσ, indiating that quark eets redue the ross
setion ratios. However, rσ(f
A
q = 0) is still below R
A
g , suggesting that other eets inu-
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Figure 2: The ratio of e±e∓ and µ±µ∓ pair ross setions from orrelated DD and BB
deays in pA and pp ollisions, rσ, dened in Eq. (20), at SPS, RHIC and LHC energies (solid
urves). The nulear gluon distribution, RAg (x2, Q), at 〈x2〉 and 〈Q〉 (
√〈Q2〉) of eah M
ll
bin
is indiated by the dashed (dotted-dashed) urves.
ene rσ. For example, at the SPS with M = 1.5 GeV, rσ ≈ 1.12 and rσ(fAq = 0) ≈ 1.16
whereas RAg ≈ 1.19.
In order to estimate the eet of the phase spae integration, we reformulate the
ratio of lepton pair ross setions as
rσ =
∫
d(PS)QQR
A
g (x2, Q)h(x1, x2, mT , . . .)∫
d(PS)QQ h(x1, x2, mT , . . .)
, (21)
where h(x1, x2, mT , . . .) is a ompliated funtion whih ontains the QQ prodution
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ross setion, fragmentation to mesons, and the subsequent meson deay to leptons.
The integration over the QQ phase spae is denoted by d(PS)QQ. We dene the average
values
〈x2〉 =
∫
d(PS)QQ x2 h(x1, x2, mT , . . .), 〈Q〉 =
∫
d(PS)QQQh(x1, x2, mT , . . .), (22)
and expand RAg as a Taylor series around 〈x2〉 and 〈Q〉 up to seond order. The terms
linear in (x2− 〈x2〉) and (Q− 〈Q〉) are zero after integration and the ratio rσ beomes
rσ = R
A
g (〈x2〉, 〈Q〉) +
1
2
∂2RAg (〈x2〉, 〈Q〉)
∂x22
〈(x2 − 〈x2〉)2〉
+
1
2
∂2RAg (〈x2〉, 〈Q〉)
∂Q2
〈(Q− 〈Q〉)2〉
+
∂2RAg (〈x2〉, 〈Q〉)
∂x2 ∂Q
〈(x2 − 〈x2〉)(Q− 〈Q〉)〉+ . . . . (23)
The sum of the orretion terms is always negative, thus the ratio rσ always lies below
RAg . A study of the partial derivatives (see Fig. 1) shows that ∂
2RAg /∂x
2
2 < 0 in the
viinity of 〈x2〉 for eah energy so that the rst orretion term is always negative. Near
〈Q〉, we have ∂2RAg /∂Q2 > 0 at SPS but < 0 at RHIC and LHC. The rst orretion
term dominates at SPS but the seond one beomes dominant at the LHC energy. The
net deviation of rσ from R
A
g (〈x2〉, 〈Q〉) is then a sum of dierent terms reeting both
x- and Q-dependene of RAg . As also seen in Fig. 2, the ratio rσ deviates slightly more
from RAg (〈x2〉, 〈Q〉) for the eletron pairs than for the muon pairs. The urvature of RAg
with x is stronger at larger values of x and due to the dierenes in rapidity overage,
the average values of x2 are larger for eletron pairs.
In order to estimate next to leading order (NLO) eets, we have also alulated
the dierential ross setion of QQ prodution to NLO [24℄. The results are shown in
Fig. 3 where the ratio K = (dσNLO/dM)/(dσLO/dM) is given for pA and pp ollisions.
This K fator inreases with M but dereases with energy. The gure also shows that
the K fator for pA ollisions, KA, is approximately equal to that for pp ollisions, Kp,
sine
dσNLOpA
dσLOpA
≈ dσ
NLO
pp
dσLOpp
⇒ KAdσ
LO
pA
dσLOpA
≈ Kpdσ
LO
pp
dσLOpp
⇒ KA ≈ Kp . (24)
This result an be expeted even though the K fator is large beause the gg hannel
dominates both LO and NLO QQ prodution. The x2 regions probed at LO and NLO
are also very similar. Equation (24) further implies that the ratio of the pA to pp ross
setions at LO and NLO are approximately equal:
dσNLOpA
dσNLOpp
≈ dσ
LO
pA
dσLOpp
. (25)
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Figure 3: The ratio of the NLO to LO dierential ross setions for QQ prodution as a
funtion of the invariant mass of the QQ pair. Left panel: cc pairs produed in pA (solid) and
pp (dashed) ollisions at SPS (upper urves), RHIC (middle urves) and LHC (lower urves)
energy. Right panel: The same for bb prodution at RHIC (upper urves) and LHC (lower
urves).
Thus, the NLO orretions to the ratios in Fig. 2 should be small. A similar result was
found for Drell-Yan prodution at low masses [25, 26℄.
As explained earlier, the unorrelated pairs might be used to obtain the ratio (RAg )
2
.
If the nulear eets turn out to be too small to be measured, that is, if RAg ∼ 1, the
squared ratio might still be observable. We test whether the ratio of unorrelated
lepton pair ross setions, runcorrσ agrees with (R
A
g )
2
at the LHC where the probability
of unorrelated prodution is largest. Based on our previous disussion of the K fator,
the NLO eets in the ratio runcorrσ are expeted to remain small.
The results for DD deays at the LHC are shown in Fig. 4. It appears that the
ratio of ross setions does follow the slope of [RAg (〈x〉, 〈Q〉)]2. However, the dierene
between the ratios is slightly larger than in the orrelated ase. The origin of this
dierene an be understood by expanding two RAg fators in the ratio of unorrelated
ross setions, runcorrσ , as in Eq. (23), and noting that the deviations 〈Q2〉 − 〈Q〉2 and
〈x22〉 − 〈x2〉2 are larger for unorrelated pairs. Integration over the rapidity of one of
the leptons in a orrelated pair inreases the allowed phase spae and thus the rapidity
range of the remaining lepton. This greater available phase spae diretly inreases the
variation of x2 and Q for unorrelated pairs, leading to the larger deviations between
runcorrσ and (R
A
g )
2
.
The slopes of the ratios rσ and R
A
g (see Fig. 2) are determined by the momentum
frations probed by the interation, as seen in a omparison with Fig. 1. The average
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Figure 4: Comparison of [RAg (〈x〉, 〈Q〉)]2 (dashed) and unorrelated lepton pair ross se-
tions, runcorrσ , for DD pair deays (solid) at the LHC.
momentum fration of the parton from nuleus, 〈x2〉, with muon pairs is 0.14 ≤ 〈x2〉 ≤
0.32 at the SPS, indiated in Fig. 1. In this x region, the ratio RAg (x,Q
2) is dereasing.
At RHIC, the range of momentum frations probed is 0.003 ≤ 〈x2〉 ≤ 0.012, where
the ratio is inreasing quite rapidly. Finally, at the LHC, 3 × 10−5 ≤ 〈x2〉 ≤ 2× 10−4
where RAg (x,Q
2) is almost independent of x. The values of 〈x2〉 are typially larger for
eletron pairs at ollider energies beause the eletron overage is more entral than
the muon overage, as seen in Fig. 5 and Table 2.
We note here that the behaviour of RAg (x,Q
2) depends not only on x2 but also on
Q2. Therefore the slope of RAg (〈x〉, 〈Q2〉), seen in Fig. 2, does not diretly follow any of
the urves shown in Fig. 1 but evolves with Q2 from one urve to another. The average
values 〈Q2〉 of cc deays are 7.58 ≤ 〈Q2〉 ≤ 48.5 GeV2 at the SPS, 9.46 ≤ 〈Q2〉 ≤ 141
GeV
2
at RHIC, and 11.4 ≤ 〈Q2〉 ≤ 577 GeV2 at the LHC. The orresponding values
of 〈Q〉 are shown in Fig. 5. The minimum average Q2 are larger for bb prodution,
32.0 ≤ 〈Q2〉 ≤ 54.3 GeV2 at RHIC and 37.9 ≤ 〈Q2〉 ≤ 156 GeV2 at LHC.
The lepton pair ross setions from BB deays are also shown in Fig. 2. The results
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Figure 5: We give 〈x2〉 and 〈Q〉 as a funtion of pair mass M for DD deays at the three
energies. The solid lines are for µ−µ+ pairs while the dashed is for e−e+ pairs.
are quite similar to those from DD deays: at RHIC, the dierene between rσ and R
A
g
is ∼ 5% but dereases to 1 − 2% at the LHC. The slopes of these urves are dierent
than for DD, they are almost onstant with M . This onstany is due to the muh
narrower x and higher Q2 regions probed by bb prodution. In a narrow x region, the
hange in slope with x is small while at high Q2, evolution is slower, as seen in Fig. 1.
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Figure 6: Comparison of lepton pairs from orrelated and unorrelated DD and BB pairs
at LHC (left) and RHIC (right). The dierential number densities of e±e∓, e±µ∓ and µ±µ∓
pairs are given as a funtion of M . The lepton pairs originate from orrelated DD (solid),
orrelated BB (dashed), unorrelated DD (dotted) and unorrelated BB (dot-dashed) deays.
The results are shown without K fators.
Figure 6 shows the mass dependene of the dierential number density distribution
of lepton pairs in entral ollisions, obtained from Eqs. (16) and (17) through dier-
entiation with respet to b and setting b = 0. These results are shown without any
K fators, so that the nal result will be shifted when a K fator is applied. In par-
tiular, the relative normalization of the urves will hange sine the orrelated pairs
will be multiplied by K while the unorrelated pairs are inreased by K2. Taking this
orretion into aount, one sees that at the LHC the number of unorrelated pairs at
M >∼ 2 − 3 GeV is of the same order as the orrelated ones. At higher M , the unor-
related pairs are redued and an be safely negleted, exept in the eµ onguration
where the unorrelated pairs are larger. On the other hand, lepton pairs originating
from BB deays are negligible at low M but beome important at M >∼ 5− 6 GeV. At
RHIC, leptons from orrelated DD deays learly dominate those from unorrelated
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pairs over all masses so that the unorrelated pairs an be negleted. Note that at this
energy also, leptons from BB deays are of the same magnitude as the orrelated DD
deays for M >∼ 4− 5 GeV.
In Ref. [14℄ it was shown that, in AA ollisions, lepton pairs from unorrelated
heavy quark deays tend to have higher masses than those from orrelated deays.
This is beause the rapidity gap, ∆y, between the quarks is larger when they are
unorrelated and M2 ∝ 1 + cosh∆y. The unorrelated rate is muh smaller in pA
interations, however, whih would redue the probability of a large ∆y relative to
AA ollisions. Inluding a nite rapidity ut severely redues the number of leptons
from unorrelated deays falling within the aeptane. The eet of the rapidity
ut is to redue the average M for unorrelated relative to orrelated pairs. Thus in
Fig. 6 lepton pairs from unorrelated deays are most strongly redued at large masses
when the rapidity aeptane is small, as in the e+e− overage at RHIC. Sine the
eµ measurement involves mid-rapidity eletrons and forward (or bakward) muons,
the rapidity overage is largest and fewer unorrelated deays are rejeted. In fat, the
larger eµ overage at the LHC as well as the higher DD rates lead to more unorrelated
pairs at larger masses than orrelated pairs.
The results in Fig. 6 are for opposite-sign lepton pairs only. The unorrelated yield
an be determined using a like-sign subtration sine like-sign pairs are all trivially un-
orrelated. The number of unorrelated opposite-sign pairs is equivalent to the number
of like-sign pairs so it is relatively easy to estimate the real amount of unorrelated
pairs. After this estimate, the unorrelated pairs an be used to study (RAg )
2
, as shown
in Fig. 4.
Finally we wish to mention that along with normal unorrelated lepton pairs
originating from DD and BB deays a number of rossed events, i.e. unorrelated
leptons fromDB and BD deays, are also produed. Their rate lies between those from
unorrelated DD and BB pairs. The total number of observed lepton pairs from heavy
quark deays is the sum of all pairs from DD, BB, DB and DB deays. It is neessary
to know the relative number of pairs produed in eah ase in order to deompose the
results, as in Fig. 6. However, sine unorrelated BB pairs are generally negligible,
we an also neglet these rossed events and assume that it is possible to dedue
whih lepton pairs ame from orrelated DD pairs. We do not onsider any rossed
events from D or B deays ombined with leptons from π or K deays. These should
predominantly appear at lower masses and an be removed by like-sign subtration.
5 Conlusions
We have alulated lepton pair prodution from heavy quark deays in pA and pp
ollisions using the EKS98 nulear modiations to the parton distributions. We have
shown that the resulting ross setion ratios of pA to pp rates reet the initial nu-
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lear modiations of gluons rather well, as seen in Fig. 2. The deviations aused by
phase spae and the nite quark ontributions are analyzed. Based on these results,
we onlude that if the ratio of leptoni ross setions were measured within an a-
eptable auray, the nulear gluon distributions ould be determined. Several suh
measurements have been proposed.
The NA60 experiment [21℄ at the SPS plans to measure harm prodution through
lepton deays. At this energy, a 20% antishadowing in RAg manifests itself as a 10%
enhanement in the ratio of ross setions due to the nite quark omponent. Assuming
the measurements ould be done to ∼ 10% auray, NA60 results ould be used to
pinpoint the behaviour of nulear gluon distribution in the range 0.17 <∼ x <∼ 0.4.
At higher energies, the gg hannel beomes more important so that RAg reets the
ross setion ratio more losely. At RHIC, the PHENIX detetor [22℄ will use lepton
pairs to measure heavy quark prodution at x values as low as 3 × 10−3. In this x
region, the Q2 dependene of gluon modiations should be larger than at the SPS.
The nulear eets vary from 20% shadowing for harm to slight antishadowing for
bottom. The inreased importane of the gluon hannel redues the dierene between
dσpA/dσpp and R
A
g to ∼ 5%.
The ALICE detetor [23℄ is designed to study nuleus-nuleus interations at the
LHC. The high LHC energy makes it ideal for probing nulear eets of gluon distri-
butions and studying saturation eets at low x. For x values as low as 3 × 10−5, the
evolution in Q2 should be measurable, as shown in Fig. 1. Here, the nulear modi-
ations are an ∼ 30% eet, and the dierene between dσpA/dσpp and RAg is of the
order of one perent.
All three experiments, taken together, provide a large lever arm in 〈x2〉 and 〈Q2〉
over whih to study the nulear gluon distribution. Measurements at the same energy in
pA and pp interations with high enough statistis should reveal muh new information
on RAg . A better determination of R
A
g in turn provides valuable input to the study of
AA interations.
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